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Originating as a sexy dance in South America, the ‘chacona’ crossed the Atlantic and established itself in Spain 
as an irresistible temptation. In 1615 it was banned from Spanish theatres for being ‘lascivious, dishonest, or 
offensive to pious ears’, but the attractions of the chaconne held sway. From the Ground Up traces its allure 
from early Spanish chaconnes, through the worlds of Purcell and Piccinini, to Bach’s magisterial example for 
solo violin. Reanimating the irresistible, Purcell’s ground basses furnish a harmonic groove for readings from 
Shakespeare accompanied by rapped commentary.
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The above tracks are woven together with improvisations: Ground, Breath, Being



 1 ‘Sound the Trumpet’ 0.49 

  Sam West reader

 2 Improvisation: Ground 1.43

  Hugo Ticciati & Johannes Marmén violins | Gareth Lubbe harmonic singing | Julian Arp cello

  Jordi Carrasco Hjelm double bass | Alberto Mesirca guitar | Elsa Bradley percussion

 3 Domenico Pellegrini (d. after 1682) ‘Chiaccona in parte variate alla vera spagnuola’ 4.13 

  from Armoniosi concerti sopra la chitarra spagnuola (1650)

  Christoph Sommer guitar | Karl Nyhlin guitar | Nora Thiele percussion

  Cecilia Knudtsen viola da gamba

 4 Anonymous /arr. Henri de Bailly (d. 1637) Yo soy la locura (‘I am the madness’) 2.26

  Luciana Mancini mezzosoprano | Christoph Sommer guitar | Karl Nyhlin guitar

  Nora Thiele percussion | Cecilia Knudtsen viola da gamba

 5 Dušan Bogdanović (b. 1955) ‘Chaconne’ from Suite Breve 1.41

  Alberto Mesirca guitar

 6 Anonymous (17th century) Vuestros ojos tienen d’amor no sé qué 2.21

  (‘Your eyes contain I know not what of love’)

  Luciana Mancini mezzosoprano | Christoph Sommer guitar | Karl Nyhlin guitar

  Nora Thiele percussion | Cecilia Knudtsen viola da gamba

 7 Alessandro Piccinini (1566–c.1638) ‘Ciaccona in partite variate’ 1.28

  from Intavolatura per Liuto et di Chitarrone, I libro

  Alberto Mesirca theorbo
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 8 Johann Sebastian Bach (1685–1750) ‘Ciaccona’ from Partita in D minor for Solo Violin BWV 1004 14.05

  Hugo Ticciati violin

 9 Improvisation: Being
  Hugo Ticciati & Johannes Marmén violins | Gareth Lubbe harmonic singing | Julian Arp cello 2.27

  Jordi Carrasco Hjelm double bass | Alberto Mesirca guitar

 10 Henry Purcell (1659–1695) Chacony in G minor Z 730 4.49 

  Hugo Ticciati & Johannes Marmén violins | Gareth Lubbe viola | Julian Arp cello

  Jordi Carrasco Hjelm double bass | Alberto Mesirca theorbo

 11 Improvisation: Breath 1.36

  Alberto Mesirca guitar | Gareth Lubbe harmonic singing

 12 Johannes Marmén (b. 1980) Inside One Breath 5.41 

  Hugo Ticciati & Johannes Marmén violins | Gareth Lubbe viola | Julian Arp cello

  Jordi Carrasco Hjelm double bass | Alberto Mesirca theorbo | Elsa Bradley percussion

13 Chaconne Ground in D minor Remix 3.59

14 Dido’s Lament Remix 4.31

15 Two Grounds in C minor Remix 3.35

  Sam West reader | Baba Israel beat poet | Henrik Måwe piano

  Svante Henryson electric bass | Leandro Mancini-Olivos percussion

  Total Timings 55.25
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GROUND BREATH BEING
Hugo Ticciati

In 2011 I was asked by the late Kjerstin Dellert to start a festival at Confidencen, Ulriksdal Palace 

Theatre, the oldest rococo theatre in Sweden. Situated in the heart of Sweden’s first National City Park, 

amidst idyllic gardens, rare flora and fauna, adjacent to the royal palace, the beautiful historic structure 

invites visitors to breathe the air of a bygone era. And yet, every breath we take inescapably and all 

too often unconsciously situates us in the immediacy of our present lives. Cultivating an awareness of 

the way past and present intertwine, I discerned the power of intuition, and how that simple mode of 

perception might lead performers and audiences alike to surrender themselves to present immediacy. 

This was the impulse that gave birth to O/Modernt, a Swedish term that means ‘Un/Modern’. The 

concept embodied in O/Modernt encourages the ceaseless exploration of relationships between 

older works and the artistic and intellectual creations of modern culture. The friction created in such 

encounters has the capacity to breathe new life into the works of the past, not as manifestations of 

bygone eras but as expressions of the present. This founding principle is beautifully encapsulated in a 

phrase borrowed from John Cage that serves as O/Modernt’s motto: ‘the past must be invented; the 

future must be revised.’ 

Each year I choose a single composer, closely contemporary with the period when the magical theatre 

first rose to life, to be the guiding spirit of the festival; the composer also precipitates a related theme. 

Thus, the 2018 edition of the festival was inspired by the muse of Henry Purcell, and his serpentine 

ground basses provided the creative spark for a weeklong voyage through music, art and literature – 

Purcell: From the Ground Up.
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In the present album, From the Ground Up: The Chaconne, Purcell recedes a little into the background, 

while the history of the chaconne comes to the fore. Coupled with the exploration of variations on the 

chaconne theme is the idea that our breath – the very action of breathing – is the ground of our being, 

and that, as in the respiratory disciplines practised in many religions, a focus on the breath facilitates an 

awareness of the present. I believe this awareness can help us to experience the immediacy that lies at 

the heart of music’s temporal unfolding, thereby forging instinctual bonds between musical works that 

may be widely separated in space and time. These are the themes and processes that this album explores.

The physicality of breathing is contemplated in a new work by Johannes Marmén, as well as in a 

sequence of improvisations with forays into harmonic singing. Just as we breathe unconsciously, so our 

speech, song and movements automatically produce harmonic spectra. Indeed, we are surrounded by a 

plethora of harmonic fields, and in the same way as we usually pay little or no attention to the process 

of breathing, so, for the most part, we remain deaf to the rich array of harmonics that make up our 

sound worlds. From the Ground Up aspires to awaken a new sensitivity to the symphony of harmonics 

in which we have our being. The physicality of breath, along with the production of harmonies and the 

ability of sounds from an ancient world to transcend time, is examined from another perspective in 

Irving Finkel’s ruminations on the trumpets found in Pharaoh Tutankhamun’s tomb, played live on the 

radio in 1939 after an interval of more than three thousand years. 

Finally, in order to stress the sovereign role accorded to breath in this album, Heidegger’s aphoristic ground 

means being – being means ground (quoted on the inside cover) might be rephrased to include breathing 

as an indispensable third term: ground means breath means being – breath is the ground of our being.
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FROM THE GROUND UP: THE CHACONNE
Paul Williamson

Imported into Spain from Latin America in the sixteenth century, the chaconne burst onto the scene 

as an exuberant popular dance – sexy and subversive in equal measure. The word ‘chacona’ first 

appeared in Spanish literature in 1599, in a short farce or entremés, written for the marriage of Philip III 

of Spain and Margaret of Austria, where the Chacona del platillo (‘Chaconne of the serving dish’) is 

introduced by a gang of thieves in order to trick a South American tribal chief into handing over his 

silver. As implied here, and as several early examples attest, the energy of the chaconne captured a 

mood of festive misrule, portraying a Saturnalian world turned upside down in which the prevailing 

social order could be temporarily suspended.

But, lavish banquets may cause tender stomachs to falter, and wild parties all too often end in a 

hangover. The Saturnalia, the mother of all such feasts, including Christmas, was originally a Roman 

celebration of the god Saturn in his role as the patron deity of seeds and sowing. Yet, Saturn is perhaps 

more familiar as the planetary influence that blights human temperaments with a cold and sluggish 

gloom, encapsulated in the word ‘saturnine’. A vital link is thus forged between riotous festivity and one 

of the most important motifs, not only in the Renaissance, but in the whole of western artistic culture: 

melancholy. The combination is perfectly and appropriately personified in Don Quixote, the Knight 

of the Doleful Countenance (actually a reference to the fact that the hapless idealist has had his teeth 

knocked out) and his sidekick, Sancho Panza, the lord of misrule. 

The extraordinary depth and flexibility of the chaconne derives from its evolution into a form capable 

of giving voice to both aspects of this duality: the festive and the melancholic. In each case the guiding 

impetus is self-knowledge. The world is temporarily turned upside down so that pent-up energies can 
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be expressed and satiated before the normal order of things is re-established with refreshed assurance. 

Similarly, whether we laugh or weep in its presence, the artistic portrayal of the painful, but also 

creative and strangely pleasurable, state of melancholy provides a kind of catharsis. That, at any rate, is 

the theory. In practice, artistic forms can sustain and subvert, propagate and purge, delight and disturb, 

without unequivocally offering support to any particular point of view or credo.

A decisive move in the history of the form was made in Italy by Frescobaldi in the 1637 edition of his 

Primo libro di toccate, where he ushered in the high art of treating the chaconne, now essentially separated 

from its terpsichorean roots, as an ostinato – a repeating ground – in instrumental music. In this guise 

the chaconne was closely associated with the passacaglia (from the Spanish pasar ‘to walk’ and calle 

‘street’) – originally Spanish street music, played on guitars, that found a home in the theatre, where its 

repeating chord sequences provided a framework for extemporised walk-on music. Whereas the major-

key chaconne was initially the laughing counterpart of the minor-key passacaglia, Frescobaldi produced 

passacaglia–chaconne pairs: alternating pieces in which the distinctions between the two forms became 

increasingly blurred, and the chaconne was freely interpreted in the minor mode. By the time the fashion 

was established in England the words chaconne, passacaglia and ground (or ground bass) could be used 

more or less as equivalents, and all were associated with the descending four-note sequence in a minor 

key (with or without added chromatic embellishment) that is so familiar from the genre of the lament.

The mournful character of the tradition finds expression in Yo soy la locura (‘I am the madness’), with 

words by an anonymous (presumably early seventeenth-century) Spanish poet. These were set by Henri de 

Bailly (d.1637), a French composer, lutenist and singer, who worked first for Henri IV (until 1610 when the 
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king was assassinated) and subsequently for Louis XIII, under whom De Bailly was closely involved with the 

elaborate court entertainments known as ballets de cour. The text of Yo soy la locura has loose affinities with 

the multivalent sufferings of a host of paradigmatic figures, including Don Quixote, Hamlet (Quixote’s 

exact contemporary) and Purcell’s Dido, who exemplify one of the great paradoxes of western art 

– pleasurable melancholy, in which the representation of a character’s anguish becomes a source of 

aesthetic enjoyment. This provides the context for Yo soy la locura, where the personified ‘madness’, or 

melancholy, of the song’s title celebrates its own capacity to fill the world with ‘pleasure and sweetness’.

In a similar vein is Vuestros ojos tienen d’amor no sé qué (‘Your eyes contain I know not what of 

love’). Another anonymous song from Spain, Vuestros ojos was included by Robert Dowland in his Musical 

Banquet of 1610, a compendium of ‘delicious airs, collected out of the best authors in English, French, 

Spanish and Italian’, and it is the rhythmic epitome of fashionable melancholy. The je ne sais quoi of 

love, mentioned in the title, is carried in the beloved’s eyes, which ‘freeze’, ‘rob’, ‘wound’ and even ‘kill’ 

the watchful lover, producing a paradox of pleasurable persecution: ‘If you look at me, / I blame you.’

Domenico Pellegrini, who died sometime after 1682, provides a chaconne from his 1650 collection 

Armoniosi concerti sopra la chitarra spagnuola, published in his native city of Bologna. As Pellegrini’s title 

might suggest, his Chiaccona in parte variate alla vera spagnuola revisits the form’s festive origins 

in a buoyant composition that exploits the triple-time dancing rhythms with which the chaconne was 

associated from the outset. The upbeat mood of the piece, along with the pointed assertion that it 

is in the ‘true Spanish style’, combined with the fact that Pellegrini was himself a guitarist, raises the 

interesting question of whether the Chiaccona in parte variate was created in conscious opposition to 

the modernising trends, exemplified by Frescobaldi, that would ultimately lead from wild exuberance to 

meditative profundity. Unfortunately, it’s currently an impossible question to answer as almost nothing 

is known about Pelligrini beyond his few surviving works. 
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Alessandro Piccinini (1566–c.1638), a Bolognese lutenist, composer and writer on music, claimed to 

have invented the archlute – a lute with an extended neck – in the 1590s. The claim was made in the 

preface to the first of his two published volumes of music, Intavolatura di liuto, et di chitarrone, libro primo 

(Bologna, 1623), which includes the Ciaccona in partite variate. Made up of a tuneful bass line that 

accompanies a set of attractive variations, this is an animated work that refines the chaconne’s festive 

character to create a genial and spirited dance, full of teasing energy, that was presumably performed 

at aristocratic assemblies in Ferrara and Bologna, where Piccinini was employed. 

Johann Sebastian Bach’s six sonatas and partitas for solo violin (BWV 1001–1006) were completed 

while Bach was employed as Kapellmeister at the court of Leopold, Prince of Anhalt-Cöthen, a post 

Bach occupied from 1717 to 1723. The sonatas and partitas, which date from the first half of the 

composer’s time in Cöthen, were intended for the secular courtly milieu presided over by Prince 

Leopold – a passionate lover of music, who maintained a sizeable court orchestra, took some lessons 

in composition from Johann David Heinichen, and played the violin, viola da gamba and harpsichord. 

The partitas are dance suites, made fashionable by the French elite, that were popularised in highborn 

German circles by royals and nobles who looked to France as the model for their courtly practices. 

Bach, of course, never visited France, but that didn’t hinder him from developing a close acquaintance 

with the latest French styles, which were imported to Germany in print. Accordingly, at multiple 

removes from their popular generic origins, the dances that make up Bach’s suites utterly transform the 

bodily movements from which they ultimately derive to create profound abstract patterns – spiritual 

and intellectual choreographies, so to speak. The epoch-making ‘Ciaccona’ from Partita No. 2 in D 
minor for Solo Violin, which is the suite’s fifth and final movement, comprises sixty-four variations 

that explore every nuance of the instrument’s capabilities while carving out an immensely compelling 

emotional trajectory, later described by Johannes Brahms as ‘a whole world of the deepest thoughts 
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and the most powerful feelings’. This is the ne plus ultra of meditative intensity, yet one need look no 

further than the extreme self-scrutiny engaged in by Hamlet to see that it shares a common heritage 

with other facets of the rich culture of melancholy. As such, though Bach’s tremendous work is about 

as far removed from the chaconne’s boisterous roots as can be imagined, it is nonetheless a supreme 

contribution to the tradition.

Dušan Bogdanović’s Chaconne, the fourth movement of his five-part Suite Breve (2017), takes Bach’s 

transfigured dance from the Partita No. 2 in D minor out into the world and returns it – fortified 

and renewed – to its origins. In his music more generally, Bogdanović masterfully combines diverse 

influences from many times and places into what he calls ‘new syntheses’ that can stand alone. 

Accordingly, in his ‘Chaconne’, baroque progressions are infused with lyrical harmonies that evoke 

the delicate hues of Spain and Latin America in a now familiar mood of sweet sadness. The composer 

describes the piece in the following words:

An integral part of Suite Breve, which was composed as a homage to Bach, my chaconne 

respects the usual formal blueprint: it is built on a harmonic sequence which serves as the 

cornerstone for the whole cycle. In contrast to Bach’s famous, magnificent chaconne, my 

melancholy little chaconne is very modest in its ambition and restrained in its intentions. The 

piece follows a natural development through a series of quasi-improvised variations ending 

in a virtuoso coda.

As in any physical dance, the essence of Johannes Marmén’s Inside One Breath is contained in the 

bodily presence of the participants. In this case the precise form of any particular iteration of the piece 

foregrounds the characteristics of the players. This means, first and foremost, their physical traits – 

how deeply each performer breathes, the shape of their hands, as well as how each of them moves 
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their hands and fingers, including any so-called imperfections in their movements; and secondly, the 

thought processes intrinsic to the performance – the decisions each performer takes, along with their 

personal expressive intentions. Inside One Breath thus incorporates tactile sounds and improvisatory 

elements; these include a flat drum skin stroked with the hand to make continuously changing sounds, 

free melodic improvisations on the violin and guitar, and the tiny variations produced by glissandi and 

vibrato, which draw attention to the vanishingly thin dividing line between those sounds.

The length and shape of Inside One Breath is also determined by the performers’ subjective sense of 

the passing of time, as silence and rest markers require them to rely on their individual perceptions 

and experience. The aim is to undermine the listener’s awareness of temporal progression. Instead, the 

piece should appear, as it were, to come into being in an instant. To quote Marmén, Inside One Breath 

is not a ‘journey’, but an ‘event’, which the composer likens to the planar fields of a Mondrian painting, 

while the steplike structure, accentuated in the guitar part, invokes the four-note sequence that earlier 

composers routinely laid down as a ground and thus echoes the ‘gravitational pull’ of a chaconne.

Henry Purcell’s Chacony in G minor takes us to the London theatres that reopened after the return 

of Charles II to England in 1660. Restoration theatre music was ‘incidental’: auxiliary to the actual play, 

music was performed before the main event began and during the interval. By and large, a suite of 

theatre music comprised eight pieces – an overture and a sequence of dances – that were very often 

subsequently used as concert works. As the Purcell scholar Peter Holman explains, much Restoration 

theatre music only survives in concert versions, and it is therefore often problematic to decide which 

music was written for which play. This is certainly the case with Purcell’s Chacony in G minor, which 

was probably composed around 1680 – that is, while Purcell was employed by Charles, and nearly a 

decade before he turned his attention almost exclusively to the theatre, after the accession of William 

III (who notoriously disliked music) and Queen Mary in 1689.
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Despite being in a minor key, the Chacony was probably written as a lively dance. Charles had picked up 

the French habit of listening to music while standing and tapping his foot, and he emphatically preferred 

music that gratified his partiality. The piece is based on a descending tetrachord – four consecutive 

notes of a minor scale, leading from tonic to dominant – which became associated with the lament, a 

decisive instance being Dido’s lament from Purcell’s Dido and Aeneas (1689). As was usual in England, in 

the case of the Chacony, the chaconne of the title is used indeterminately, and the word might equally 

suggest a passacaglia or simply a ground.

Throughout their long history the chaconne and passacaglia have been used as the bases for sets of 

variations, with varied and repeating grounds being treated as starting points for musical flights of fancy. 

In a closely related manner, the patterned bass lines characteristic of the two forms have provided 

the launchpad for musical improvisations. This was true from the very beginning. For example, the 

passacaglia made the transition from street to theatre as a flexible repeating pattern that underpinned 

vamped accompaniments. These could be varied in length, as required, while scenes and costumes 

were changed, and actors made their way to the stage. The convention was more formalised in mid-

seventeenth-century England, where the practice of extemporising variations over a ground bass was 

known as ‘division’ – a word that expressively captures the idea of ‘splitting’ the notes of a melody 

to uncover new musical directions. From the Ground Up explores this tradition in a spirit of artistic 

discovery, interspersing the scored tracks on the album with improvisations in which the musicians 

respond spontaneously to the written pieces and, of course, to each other.

Harmonic singing (also known as overtone or throat singing) is a vocal technique that exploits the 

natural qualities of the human voice, which, like all sounds, is made up of a fundamental frequency (the 

primary note) and a series of higher frequency harmonics or overtones. Overtone singers produce 

two (or sometimes three) tones simultaneously, in the form of a continuous drone accompanied 
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by flutey melodic overlays. It’s a style of music that is highly prized among the nomadic herders of 

southern Siberia and western Mongolia, and in recent decades it has been brought to the attention of 

appreciative audiences further afield, particularly in Europe and America. The first significant and widely 

influential European composition to employ the technique was Karlheinz Stockhausen’s groundbreaking 

Stimmung, for six voices, premiered in 1968.

Based purely on natural bodily vibrations, overtone singing seems at once both elemental and magical. 

The Tuvan people of south Siberia traditionally associated it with the animistic belief that natural 

phenomena have inherent spiritual qualities that find expression in topographical shapes, locations 

and sounds. Shifting winds, mountainous echoes, thundering waterfalls, gurgling streams, birdsong and 

animal calls might all be conceived of as spiritual manifestations of the living earth, and these are some 

of the key sounds – all rich in harmonics – that apparently inspired the first human overtone singers. In 

the late 1990s Gareth Lubbe had the good fortune to study overtone singing in the Republic of Tuva 

(or Tyva), high in the Altai Mountains. It was, he says, ‘a positively life-changing experience’ that required 

him to listen to his own voice more deeply than he had ever done previously. He compares the natural 

sounds made by overtone singers with the spectrum of visible light: ‘Just as a prism splits white light 

into fantastic colours, so our bodies split sound into multiple layers of frequencies. It’s these vibrations 

that change the way we listen, feel and resonate with each other.’

A selection of Purcell remixes showcase the creative philosophy of O/Modernt by interweaving diverse 

musical styles, texts and sources of inspiration to fashion one-off syntheses that capture the electric 

charge of live performance in laid-down tracks. A chief component of the remixes is the interpolation 

of some key Shakespeare texts. Shakespeare, as Ben Jonson memorably wrote, was ‘not of an age 

but for all time’. Restoration dramatists took the idea to an extreme in outrageous redactions of the 

plays, notably Nahum Tate’s History of King Lear (1681), where ‘truth and virtue triumph’ when Lear is 
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finally restored to his throne and Cordelia marries Edgar. From the Ground Up returns the compliment. 

Remixing Purcell for our own times, O/Modernt deploys texts from Shakespeare, recited by Sam West, 

as a bridge to Baba Israel’s rapped reflections on themes of love, war, art and politics, in which hot 

contemporary topics – Brexit and the Trump presidency, for example – are very much on the agenda. 

As with the other remixes on the album, Purcell’s Ground in D minor is interpreted using a 

modernised palette of instrumental colour, including piano, electric bass and a drum kit. Etched on 

the repeating musical figure is Sam West’s reading of Sonnet 130 (‘My mistress’ eyes are nothing like 

the sun’), followed by Baba Israel’s improvised musings on the inability of poetic language to capture 

love’s intensity: ‘When I look in my lady’s eyes, I am surprised I have no divine lines to intertwine with 

rhymes …’ The librettist of Purcell’s Dido and Aeneas was, of course, none other than Nahum Tate, 

and O/Modernt’s version of Dido’s Lament adroitly replaces the vocal line of the tragic heroine’s aria 

with an extract from Shakespeare’s Rape of Lucrece: ‘Mis-shapen Time, copesmate of ugly Night …’ 

(ll. 925–66). The melancholy ground then propagates a kind of optimism as Baba Israel contemplates 

‘Fear no more the heat o’ the sun’ – a funeral song presaging rebirth – from Cymbeline. 

The first of two Grounds in C minor accompanies Sam West’s reading of ‘Be not afeard; the isle 

is full of noises …’, Caliban’s speech from Act 3, Scene 2 of The Tempest; this is succeeded by Baba 

Israel’s rap commentary: ‘In a world filled with madness …’ Then, as the music shifts to the second 

ground, the spotlight is turned on Sonnet 8 (‘Music to hear, why hear’st thou music sadly?’), which 

urges Shakespeare’s beloved young man to ape the unity in diversity exemplified in musical harmony by 

getting married – thus fulfilling his individual potential in concert with a significant other. This engenders 

a burst of explosive energy in Baba Israel’s celebration of the uplifting, sometimes sexual, power of 

music: ‘Lifting, shifting, rising, reaching, seeking when I’m finding, when I’m leaving with this joy that 

music’s sacred …’
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Finally, the disc opens with a reading from Shakespeare that pays oblique homage to Purcell’s Sound 
the Trumpet, from his Come, Ye Sons of Art, the last of the six birthday odes that Purcell wrote for 

Queen Mary before her untimely death on 28 December 1694, sadly followed eleven months later 

by Purcell himself. First performed in April 1694 in the newly remodelled Kensington Palace, Purcell’s 

Sound the Trumpet seemingly indulges William III’s entrenched preference for military instruments. 

With outstanding panache, however, Purcell scored the work for two countertenors and continuo 

but no trumpets. Instead, he allows the singers to show off their vocal pyrotechnics by imitating the 

instrument’s sound. This was doubtless conceived as a brilliant courtly joke, but was it also Purcell’s way 

of trying to entice the king to open his ears and discover new musical possibilities?

One of the most remarkable musical renewals of all time featured the trumpets of the ancient Egyptian 

Pharaoh Tutankhamun – the subject of the fascinating essay by Irving Finkel that follows. But the 

question raised by Purcell’s Sound the Trumpet takes us to the heart of O/Modernt’s artistic purpose, 

pithily expressed in an axiom borrowed from the great musical innovator John Cage: ‘Invent the past; 

revise the future.’ The impassioned belief in the transformative potential of music, showcased on From 

the Ground Up, finds a locus classicus in Sam West’s reading of the speech from Act 4, Scene 1 of The 

Merchant of Venice, in which Lorenzo extols the power of music, and trumpets in particular, to soothe 

a ‘wild and wanton herd’:

If they but hear perchance a trumpet sound,

Or any air of music touch their ears,

You shall perceive them make a mutual stand,

Their savage eyes turn’d to a modest gaze

By the sweet power of music.
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HENRI DE BAILLY
Yo soy la locura

‘I am the madness’

Anonymous Spanish text

Yo soy la locura,

la que sola infundo

placer y dulzura

y contento al mundo.

Sirven a mi nombre

todos mucho o poco,

y no, no hay hombre

que piense ser loco.

I am the madness,

that which instils

pleasure and sweetness

and contentment into the world.

All men wait on my name,

a great deal or a little,

and no, not one of them

considers himself a madman.
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ANONYMOUS
Vuestros ojos

‘Your eyes’

Anonymous Spanish text

Vuestros ojos tienen

d’Amor no sé qué,

que me yelan, me roban,

me hieren, me matan.

Que me matan,

me matan a fe.

¿Por qué me miráis

con tal aflición,

y al mi coraçón

me aprisionáis?

Que, si vos me miráis,

yo os acusaré.

Your eyes contain

I know not what of love:

they freeze me, rob me,

wound me, kill me.

How they kill me,

kill me, in faith!

Why do you gaze on me

with such pain,

and take my heart

as your prisoner?

If you look at me,

I blame you.
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ECHOING ACROSS THE WORLD: TRUMPETS OF AN ANCIENT KING
Irving Finkel

‘This is the BBC Third Programme,’ declared Rex Keating, speaking suddenly out of our sitting room 

radiogram with his inimitable announcer’s clarity, sometime around the year 1963. The background, as 

it came through the speaker, was a trifle hissy: echoing and mysterious. The programme was a repeat. 

Mr Keating related the discovery of two royal trumpets – one of silver, the other copper – that had 

been found in the Pharaoh Tutankhamun’s tomb by that most fortunate of Egyptologists, Howard 

Carter, excavating in the Valley of the Kings in 1922. The original broadcast had taken place on 16 April 

1939, and represented an innovative collaboration between the Egyptian Antiquities Service and the 

BBC in Cairo. Once in a while it came to be re-broadcast, for it was a programme of unrivalled interest, 

and it was entirely by chance that day, twenty-four years later, that we were tuned in. It was a radio 

first, in fact, for twentieth-century listeners were now to hear the voices of Tutankhamun’s trumpets 

for themselves, brought to life by a modern, vigorous pair of lungs.

‘And now,’ continued Mr Keating, ‘the two trumpets will be blown by bandsman James Tappern, who is 

here by permission of the Colonel and Officers of the Eleventh Prince Albert’s Own Hussars …’ There 

was a pause, and then the announcer adopted an even more formal and impressively sonorous tone: 

‘The trumpets of the Pharaoh Tutankhamun, Lord of the Crowns, King of the South and 

North, son of Re …!’

The dramatic nature of all this build-up was certainly considerable, but it hardly prepared the listener 

for what followed. The first startling and arresting notes on Tutankhamun’s silver trumpet then rang out 

across the world, breaking a remote silence that had held sway since the ill-fated boy king was laid to 
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rest in 1323 BC. It’s impossible to describe the mournful authority of those assertive notes as they burst 

out suddenly upon the somnolent London airwaves: regal and timeless, they were, but simultaneously 

plaintive and even saddening. Sitting in the middle of commonplace normality in 1963, we were simply 

spellbound, for it was musical sound previously unknown – at once human and unearthly. What exactly 

was it that we heard encapsulated in those diffident trumpetings, coaxed out of the swan-necked 

vessels by vigorous, military technique?

The reflection that sweeps over you first, of course, is that these instruments are truly, almost 

unimaginably, ancient: no mere piano once played on by Beethoven or one of Paganini’s fiddles. Nearly 

three and a half thousand years old, they are rarities to the Egyptologist, miracles to the musicologist, 

and they are still, so to speak, working fine.

Building on that, you are transported into a half-dream, for the fresh-blown, newly confected sound 

must correspond exactly to that which mourners at the king’s grave heard for themselves all that 

time ago, echoing round the royal valley and bouncing off the cliff faces. For the two instruments 

are no reconstructions, conjured together by the archaeo-musicologist from the frail evidence of the 

archaeologist, but the real thing. We can be sure, therefore, that human breath channelled through those 

venerable productions rang with the same sonorous dexterity and the same grasping properties when 

they were played by bandsman James Tappern as they did when they were new, a world away in time.

And what are those properties? An unmistakable call to arms, a declaration of war, a summons to the 

hunt – the king’s own trumpets like all their later counterparts still cause the blood willy-nilly to race, 
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the right arm to swell and the back to straighten. And it doesn’t matter that Tappern’s careful upper 

register is not quite there, that one rises as on tiptoe to help him reach his high notes, just as one 

inevitably does after a moment of poor intonation by a soloist on the school platform.

And, there is more, for with the final cascade of silence comes pathos. For, once heard, it is this 

wavering voice alone that ever after stands in one’s mind for the whole of ancient Egypt. It renders 

the pyramids mere braggadocio, the funerary absurdities mortal insecurity, the hieroglyphs overblown 

and laboured. Somehow all that archaeological, museological and cinematographic splendour is noise, 

while the momentary fragment of their musical sound, unconquered by time or nature, is a resuscitated 

phoenix of reality that conveys immortality.

There are conflicting stories about the effects of the experiment. Modern mouthpieces had to be fitted 

for playing to be possible, and the copper trumpet, we understand, met with a shattering fate; some say 

it was dropped on the floor, others that disintegration happened during rehearsal, but the apparently 

disastrous consequences could happily be resolved by patient conservation, and both trumpets, despite 

later adventures, are safe once more in the Cairo Museum. Today, of course, were such objects to be 

excavated intact, no one would ever think of trying them out. Archaeologists who excavate a sword 

never wave it about battle-fashion; nor do they try out an ancient helmet for size in front of the mirror. 

Objects out of the ground are always handled with a respectfully stress-free and kid- or rather surgical- 

gloves approach. 

The great broadcaster and master-of-ceremonies himself, Rex Keating, was a writer, photographer 

and a major radio personality; he left a fascinating autobiographical work entitled The Trumpets of 

Tutankhamun: Adventures of a Radio Pioneer in the Middle East. Broadcasts of his wondrous programme 

about the ancient trumpets were, for a long stretch of time, intermittent and rarefied, and those 
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fortunate Third Programme listeners who did catch it for themselves could never convey anything 

of its magic for a moment. In those pre-internet days all one could ever regretfully say was, ‘What a 

pity you missed it.’ Today, of course, the musical investigator can locate almost anything imaginable 

with the aid of YouTube, be it a Chopin pupil recording on the piano or the last ever castrato. In 

among the obscure and forgotten composers or performers preserved online, Tutankhamun’s most 

ancient trumpets are always to be found and will now perform dutifully on request. They are under no 

circumstances to be missed.
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Hugo Ticciati is blessed to be doing what he 

loves every day of his life – that is, making music. 

His old Italian violin takes him around the world 

to fantastic orchestras in gorgeous concert halls; it 

brings him together with the most inspiring artists 

to create music in beautiful festivals, and it sparks 

new creations from young composers. In his teaching 

Hugo explores ways to apply the physical and spiritual 

aspects of mindfulness to the art of practising, playing 

and living in music. A recent highlight was a two-

week stay in an ashram at the foot of the Himalayas 

where he chanted every morning, meditated and 

swept the floors by day, and in the evenings sat 

crossed-legged by a fire, playing Bach to barefooted 

monks. His musical tastes have swung dramatically 

during the year from contemplative Indian ragas to 

the megalomaniac rock band Muse (played at high 

volumes) to the songs of Richard Strauss (played 

even louder). Hugo still lives in the blissful state 

of mobilephonelessness. His staple reading is the 

Bhagavad Gita but he has recently been captivated by 

the work of the French philosopher Henri Bergson.
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Mezzosoprano Luciana Mancini was born in 

Sweden but has Chilean roots. She received her 

bachelor degree in Classical Singing and Early Music 

Performance Practice from the Royal Conservatory 

of The Hague in Holland, where she subsequently 

joined the Opera Studio. In 2009 she received 

her Master’s degree, writing a thesis on Italian 

monodies of the 1600s. Luciana has sung under 

conductors including René Jacobs, Jean-Christophe 

Spinosi, Enrico Onofri, Pablo Heras-Casado, Neeme 

Järvi and Juanjo Mena; she has also collaborated 

with numerous ensembles, notably L’Arpeggiata, 

La Fenice, Lautten Compagney, Divino Sospiro, 

Orquesta Barroca de Sevilla, Ensemble Matthäus, and 

the Bergen Philharmonic Orchestra, singing at venues 

including the Staatsoper Berlin, Theater an der Wien, 

Drottningholm Palace Theatre, Carnegie Hall, the 

Opera Comique and the Margravial Opera House 

in Bayreuth. Luciana has worked with stage directors 

such as Benjamin Lazar, Sigrid T’Hooft, Pablo 

Maritano, Achim Freyer, and with the choreographer 

Sasha Waltz. 
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Baba Israel was raised in New York by parents 

who were core members of the Living Theatre, 

exploring spoken word, hip hop and experimental 

performance. Baba began his career as an arts 

educator in Australia, and is a leading educator and 

consultant with organisations including Urban Word, 

BAM, Dubspot and the University of Madison. He 

has also worked as a cultural ambassador with the 

US State Department, and is co-founder and Artistic 

Director of Playback NYC Theatre Company, 

bringing theatre to hospitals, prisons, homeless 

shelters, theatres and festivals. He has toured across 

the US, Europe, South America, Australia and Asia. 

His debut album, Mind Music, was released on Velour 

records in 2001; this was followed by collaborative 

projects with Yako 440. From 2009 to 2012 Baba 

was artistic director and CEO of Contact Theatre 

in Manchester, creating flagship festivals, directing 

and producing touring productions, and focusing 

on innovative and diverse work. He is also a core 

member of the hip hop/soul project Soul Inscribed. 
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Born in London into a family of distinguished actors, 

Sam West studied English at Oxford and has since 

forged a career as an internationally acclaimed actor 

and director. Highly esteemed for the nuanced 

dramatic energy of his spoken-word recordings, he 

enjoys regular collaborations as a reader and narrator 

with musical ensembles the world over. On stage 

Sam has played Richard II for the Royal Shakespeare 

Company and won a Critics’ Circle award for his 

RSC performance of Hamlet. His extensive television 

credits include W1A, Jonathan Strange and Mr Norrell, 

and Cambridge Spies (all for the BBC) and four series 

of Mr Selfridge (ITV). For the BBC he has also narrated 

several documentaries. Among his many films are 

Darkest Hour, On Chesil Beach, Suffragette and Notting 

Hill, and he voiced Pongo in Disney’s 101 Dalmatians II. 

His portrayal of Leonard Bast in Howards End won 

him a BAFTA nomination. Accompanying Walton’s 

music for Henry V at the Last Night of the Proms, 

Sam performed speeches from Shakespeare’s play. 

He has recorded over fifty audiobooks, receiving 

numerous awards for his work. A keen birdwatcher, 

Sam is an Associate Artist of the RSC and Chair of 

the National Campaign for the Arts.
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Johannes Marmén enjoys a varied, international 

career as a chamber musician, orchestral leader and 

composer. He is the first violinist of the Marmen 

Quartet, co-leader of the O/Modernt Chamber 

Orchestra, and a regular guest leader of numerous 

international ensembles. Having studied at the 

Royal College of Music, supported by a prestigious 

ABRSM scholarship, Johannes was mentored by 

the late Peter Cropper of the Lindsay Quartet. His 

compositions have been performed at Wigmore 

Hall, Kings Place and Berlin Konzerthaus, and have 

featured on releases by Signum Records and Orchid 

Classics. Johannes is a founding member and leader 

of London-based Explore Ensemble, and he regularly 

performs in venues across Europe, collaborating with 

Hugo Ticciati, Priya Mitchell and Gareth Lubbe, as 

well as fellow instrumentalists from the Doric, Piatti, 

Ebene and Sacconi string quartets. Winners of the 

ROSL competition in 2018, the Marmen Quartet is 

one of Europe’s most promising emerging groups, 

performing regularly in London, across the UK, and 

at festivals worldwide.
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Gareth Lubbe is professor of viola at the Folkwang 

University of the Arts in Essen, Germany. For several 

years he was Principal Violist in the Gewandhaus 

Orchestra of Leipzig under Riccardo Chailly, while 

teaching at the ‘Felix Mendelssohn-Bartholdy’ 

Conservatory. Gareth appears as soloist and chamber 

musician throughout Europe, America, Africa and 

Asia. As an overtone singer, he performs and gives 

active lectures around the world, interpreting the 

phenomenon of multiphonic singing to demonstrate 

how everyone can realise the possibilities of sound 

production on their own natural inner instrument. 

Born in Johannesburg, South Africa, Gareth received 

his first musical education on piano and violin 

at the age of four, and made youthful debuts as 

soloist and conductor. In 1994 he performed at 

the presidential inauguration of Nelson Mandela in 

Pretoria. After finishing school, he went to study in 

Germany but continues to nurture his love for the 

mother continent, performing and teaching there on 

a regular basis. 
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Julian Arp, born in 1981, studied at the Academy 

of Music ‘Hanns Eisler’ in Berlin with Boris 

Pergamenschikow. He continued his studies with 

David Geringas and Eberhard Feltz. As a soloist 

and chamber musician Julian appears regularly at 

festivals, including the Schleswig-Holstein Music 

Festival, the Rheingau Music Festival, Beethovenfest 

Bonn, Beauvais, Montreux, SoNoRo Bucharest, 

Stellenbosch, Stift Festival, the Oxford Chamber 

Music Festival and IMS Prussia Cove. The Duo 

Arp/Frantz has released three CDs. In the words of 

Fono Forum: ‘They make music into pure celebration. 

It all sounds and sings.’ Contemporary composers, 

including Odeh-Tamimi, Koch, Nemtsov and 

Dinescu, have written pieces for Julian. He is a co-

founder of the festival Zeitkunst which has been a 

guest at the Centre Pompidou, Radialsystem Berlin, 

Israel, England and Rio de Janeiro. Julian regularly 

gives master-classes in Germany and abroad, and 

teaches at the University for Arts in Graz, Austria.
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Jordi Carrasco Hjelm is a versatile classical musician 

who takes inspiration from folk music, jazz and free 

improvisation. He is from Stockholm and has been 

a part of the O/Modernt concept from its very 

beginning, as a young participator in the first edition of 

the festival and later as a member of the O/Modernt 

Chamber Orchestra. Some of his favourite musical 

moments from 2018 include participating in the 

Oxford Chamber Music Festival, playing Mahler with 

the Rotterdam Philharmonic Orchestra, improvising 

in a school in Mumbai while on tour with O/Modernt, 

and recording a new album with his own world 

music trio Garizim. Jordi has been awarded the Per 

Welin Stipend from the Swedish Royal Academy of 

Music, as well as grants from Stockholm Free Masons 

and the Lindeqvist Foundation, Byggnads Culture 

Grant, and more recently the Kempe-Carlgrenska 

Fonden Stipend. He studied for his BA in double 

bass at the Conservatorium van Amsterdam with 

Rick Stotijn and Olivier Thiery, and will complete his 

MA in improvisation with jazz violinist Tim Kliphuis 

in spring 2019.
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Born in Argentina, Cecilia Knudtsen began her music studies at the Conservatory C.L. Buchardo in 

Buenos Aires and the University of La Plata. She then moved to Switzerland, where she studied viola da 

gamba with Arianne Maurette and Roberto Gini at the Centre de Musique Ancienne de Genève, and 

violone with David Sinclair at the Schola Cantorum Basiliensis. She performs with European ensembles 

including Chiome d’Oro, Harmonia Instrumentalis, Cappella Mediterranea and La Batalla, and has 

collaborated with Isabella d’Este, Lucidarium, Les Dominos, Fanfarre du Loup, Ensemble Concerto, 

Le Concert Brisé, Musica Fiorita and Elyma. Cecilia has recorded with the ensembles Chiome d’Oro, 

Concerto, Musica Fiorita, Isabella d’Este and La Batalla. She teaches viola da gamba, ensemble music and 

improvisation at the Conservatoire Populaire of Music, Dance and Theatre of Geneva, and the didactics 

of early music at the HEM of Geneva.
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The American Record Guide called Italian guitarist 

Alberto Mesirca’s performance of Scarlatti ‘The 

best Scarlatti I’ve heard on solo guitar’, while Classical 

Guitar Magazine commented: ‘Superb recording from 

the prodigiously talented Mesirca.’ Born in 1984, 

Alberto studied at the Conservatory of Castelfranco 

Veneto, before moving on to the Music Academy 

of Kassel, Germany. He has won the Golden Guitar 

award three times: for Best Recording (2007, 2013), 

and for Best Upcoming Artist (2009). In collaboration 

with Hopkinson Smith and Franco Pavan, Alberto 

published previously unknown works by Francesco 

Da Milano preserved in the 1656 Castelfranco 

Veneto Manuscript (Editions Orphée). The 

rediscovery inspired Dušan Bogdanović to compose 

Tre Ricercari sulla Compagna for Alberto, based on 

a theme of Da Milano. Other pieces composed for 

Alberto include a piece by Leo Brouwer, premiered 

at the 2013 Kuhmo Chamber Music Festival. 

Working with a host of world-class soloists, Alberto 

has performed on concert stages across Europe and 

North and South America; he has also collaborated 

with numerous renowned ensembles. Together with 

Marc Ribot, he recorded the complete guitar works 

of the Haitian composer Frantz Casséus. 
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Christoph Sommer was born in Lutherstadt Wittenberg, Germany, and received his first musical 

education on the piano and the guitar. Passionate about early music, he soon developed a fascination for 

lute instruments and their repertoire. Past engagements include concerts with Ensemble Holland Baroque, 

Ensemble Elyma (G. Garrido), Dunedin Consort (John Butt), Cappella Mediterranea (Leonardo García 

Alarcón), the vocal ensembles Vox Luminis and Amacord; he has also worked with the Pera Ensemble, 

Ensemble Chiome d’Oro, the Konkinklijk Concertgebouworkest Amsterdam (Jan Willem de Vriend), the 

Rotterdam Philharmonic (Paul Goodwin), Vienna Philharmonic (Emannuelle Haïm), Attaignant Consort 

(Kate Clark) and the Staatsorchester Hamburg (Alessandro di Marchi and Simon Hewett).
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Karl Nyhlin, who was born in Umeå in northern 

Sweden in 1974, studied lute and continuo playing 

in Stockholm and Malmö. He was subsequently 

awarded several major scholarships, including a 

Fulbright Award that gave him the opportunity to 

travel to America where he studied with Nigel North 

at IU Bloomington, Indiana, graduating there in 2002. 

Today Karl is known as one of the leading lute players 

of his generation. Based in Stockholm, he works 

regularly with distinguished early music ensembles 

across Europe and has performed in over thirty-

five countries on six continents. He also frequently 

performs at opera houses, including Drottningholm 

Palace and the Royal Opera in Stockholm, as well 

as Oslo and Vienna. Karl can be heard on numerous 

recordings as an ensemble musician, and he has 

released two critically acclaimed solo CDs, The 

Jacobean Lutenists and Works for Lute by David Kellner 

and Silvius Leopold Weiss.
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A virtuoso of three instruments, a composer of 

orchestral music and an improviser fluent in all 

musical languages, Svante Henryson moves 

boundlessly across the entire musical spectrum. As a 

cellist, performing jazz, world music or rock, he makes 

the cello sound as if it always belonged in these 

disparate sound worlds. Svante grew up in Umeå, 

playing in local jazz clubs as a bass player. As a double 

bassist, still in his teens, he became a member of the 

Oslo Philharmonic Orchestra. Then he enjoyed a 

three-year stint as a bass guitarist with rock guitar 

legend Yngwie Malmsteen. As a composer, Svante’s 

work includes symphonic, choral, chamber and jazz, 

as well as several concerti for cello and electric 

bass. His Sonata for Solo Violin was awarded the 

Swedish prize for Chamber Music Work of the Year. 

Noted performers of his works include Anne-Sofie 

von Otter, Elvis Costello and Martin Fröst. As an 

improviser, Svante belongs in the highest echelons of 

modern Scandinavian jazz musicians. Awards include 

Jazz Musician of the Year in Sweden (2014), and the 

prestigious Nordic Council Music Prize (2015).
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Henrik Måwe, born in Sweden in 1981, is 

regarded as one of the foremost Swedish pianists 

of his generation. He studied with Hui-Ying Liu-

Tawaststjerna at the Sibelius Academy in Helsinki 

and with Staffan Scheja at the Royal College of Music 

in Stockholm. He has performed widely throughout 

Europe, as well as in South Africa and the USA. In the 

spring of 2008 he gave his debut recital in Stockholm 

and performed as a soloist with the Stockholm 

Royal Philharmonic Orchestra. Henrik also appears 

regularly on TV, radio and other broadcast media. 

A passionate chamber musician, he has collaborated 

with some of Sweden’s foremost instrumentalists 

and singers, including the world-famous baritone 

Håkan Hagegård. Henrik has also branched out into 

jazz and improvisation, and has played recitals made 

up entirely of improvisation. In 2008 he was awarded 

Sweden’s most valuable and important scholarship 

for young musicians, the Rosenborg-Gehrmans 

scholarship.
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Leandro Mancini-Olivos is a Chilean drummer 

and percussionist who was born in Stockholm and is 

now based in London. Leandro studied music theory, 

piano and guitar from an early age, going on to study 

percussion with Ricardo Ruiz in Santiago de Chile. In 

2009 he settled in the UK where he continued his 

studies in drum performance at the London Centre 

of Contemporary Music. Since 2010 he has toured 

the UK extensively with several bands and artists. 

Playing world music, jazz, art rock and pop, Leandro 

has performed at venues including the Queen 

Elizabeth Hall, the Hackney Empire, Brighton Dome, 

Hampton Court Palace, Glasgow Royal Festival Hall 

and at music festivals, notably Glastonbury and the 

EFG London Jazz Festival. Between 2013 and 2015 

he was privileged to be part of an operatic baroque 

play for children called Next Stop: Blue, produced and 

performed at the Luxembourg Philharmonie, Berlin 

Konzerthaus and the Vienna Konzerthaus.
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Nora Thiele is highly regarded as one of the 

leading and most innovative exponents of frame 

drums and historical percussion. She is renowned 

for her irresistible sound, thrilling performance 

and empathetic teaching. Nora is a musician who 

moves fluidly between early music, world music, 

jazz and improvisation, performing a repertoire 

that encompasses traditional, experimental and 

classical music in equal measure. Her musical work 

is concerned above all with sounding out the 

intersections, boundaries and connections among 

genres, epochs and cultures. Resident in Berlin, Nora 

has given concerts in Europe, the Middle East and 

China, both as a soloist and with her collaborative 

projects: Duo Alkhayyat/Thiele (performing Iraqi 

Maqam), The Playfords (early music folk), Ensemble 

Nu:N (music of the Middle Ages and world jazz), 

Duo Zenker/Thiele (world jazz), Duo Sasoon/Thiele 

(female minimal jazz beat) and Simkhat Hanefesh 

(early Yiddish songs).
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Elsa Bradley is a London-based percussionist, 

originating from Yorkshire. She graduated from King’s 

College London and the Royal College of Music with 

first-class degrees and has gone on to play in a variety 

of ensembles across the UK, Europe and North 

America. As an orchestral musician, Elsa freelances 

with many of the UK’s main orchestras, and works 

regularly with the BBC orchestras, the Philharmonia, 

Opera North and Scottish Chamber Orchestra. She 

frequently plays with period ensembles, including 

the Gabrieli Consort, Orchestra of the Age of 

Enlightenment, and medieval fusion band, Joglaresa, 

with whom she also plays the hammered dulcimer. 

In the contemporary music sphere, Elsa features 

regularly with Plus-Minus Ensemble and the Swiss 

group We Spoke, and she runs her own successful 

percussion collective, Abstruckt Ensemble, who 

often play in London and have featured on Radio 3 

(Open Ear) as well as St David’s Hall, Cardiff. Elsa 

also plays the cimbalom professionally, most notably 

with Le NEM (Montréal) and the London Sinfonietta 

at the BBC Proms.
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Seventeenth-century chaconnes by Domenico Pellegrini, Alessandro Piccinini and Henry Purcell

Dušan Bogdanovic ‘Chaconne’ from Suite Breve

Johannes Marmén Inside One Breath

Johann Sebastian Bach ‘Ciaccona’ from Partita in D minor for Solo Violin BWV 1004

Purcell and Shakespeare: Remixed and Rapped

Total Timings

55.25

Originating as a sexy dance in South America, the ‘chacona’ crossed the Atlantic and established itself in Spain 
as an irresistible temptation. In 1615 it was banned from Spanish theatres for being ‘lascivious, dishonest, or 
offensive to pious ears’, but the attractions of the chaconne held sway. From the Ground Up traces its allure 
from early Spanish chaconnes, through the worlds of Purcell and Piccinini, to Bach’s magisterial example for 
solo violin. Reanimating the irresistible, Purcell’s ground basses furnish a harmonic groove for readings from 
Shakespeare accompanied by rapped commentary.
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Hugo Ticciati violin | ar tistic director
Luciana Mancini mezzosoprano
Baba Israel beat poet
Sam West reader
Johannes Marmén violin
Gareth Lubbe viola | harmonic singing

Julian Arp cello
Jordi Carrasco Hjelm double bass 
Cecilia Knudtsen viola da gamba
Alberto Mesirca guitar | theorbo
Christoph Sommer guitar | lute
Karl Nyhlin guitar

Svante Henryson electric bass
Henrik Måwe piano
Leandro Mancini-Olivos percussion
Nora Thiele percussion
Elsa Bradley percussion
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The above tracks are woven together with improvisations: Ground, Breath, Being


